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The purpose of the Parapsychological Association (PA) Bibliography is to aid PA members to inform each other of their current research in both parapsychology and mainstream psychology disciplines. It also serves to monitor the field’s progress by listing details of parapsychological work that has been published in mainstream journals and/or books. Such a listing may indicate the extent to which academia is or is not embracing parapsychology in general. Additionally, the PA Bibliography may encourage those who have not joined the PA to do so.

As in previous PA Bibliographies, the 1998 version has three sections:

• Parapsychological Work in Parapsychological Journals and Books
• Parapsychological Work in Mainstream Journals and Books
• Other Mainstream Publications

As with any compilation, some of the decisions to include or exclude work may appear arbitrary, and inclusion in the Bibliography often depends on the cooperation of the authors involved. Thus those not listed in the 1996 PA Members’ Directory may not see their publications in the bibliography below even though they may have been mistakenly omitted from the Directory or may have since joined the PA. The exception to this rule is if people informed me directly of their publications in response to a call to PA members to submit their refereed publications. All those who contacted me directly for inclusion have been included; indeed I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who did so.

The 1998 Bibliography does not include details about conference presentations, articles in journals that do not implement peer review (apart from some foreign-language journals from countries where peer review is not conducted or those that people submitted for inclusion), book reviews, correspondence, reports (on conferences etc.), notes, and

1 Fiona Steinkamp was responsible for putting out the Call for Entries and for writing the introductory text. Gabriela Böhm undertook the literature search for additional entries and prepared most of the references.
introductions to symposiums. Unfortunately, I am unable to include articles from journals that are very behind in their publication schedule. However, this year I have included an Update section, so that those whose articles were missing from previous PA Bibliographies can now register them. This year's Update includes publications from the years 1995 to 1997. I have also listed the references for the other PA Bibliographies that have been published so that people can quickly find the other listings.

For the purpose of compiling this year's Bibliography, Gabriela Böhm checked articles and abstracts from most of the parapsychological journals. Nevertheless, the ultimate responsibility for inclusion in the bibliography lies with the authors. Again, I would like to thank all those who kindly sent in their details.
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